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Introduction

1. The purpose of thxs paper is to "bring into clear relief the emergent

principles of central banking and monetary co-operation as unfolded "by the

known instances of such co-operation in recent times, An incidental purpose

is to indicate the forms such co-operation might take with the African'

Central Banks seeking to promote co-operation among themselves. Basically;

this paper draws upon the experiences of such co-operation among central banks

of independent countries but reference is also made to 'the US Federal Reserve

JSystem and "tho former Bank Deutschcr Lender in Western Germany which, on

account of the degree of autonomy in monetary matters accorded to their

■,jC#n&tit£cM "Clements j. essentially .amounts to co-ordination'of co-o-porition

.;of..such- independent regional or ,a^ or national cohtn/:. banks. " : ' "

-■2, While the point is generally accepted today it needs to bo stressed,

however, that African development requires a widening or effacement of the

existing national frontiers to provide adequate minimum markets for efficient

and economic industrial production,. This, in turn, presupposes a high degree

of monetary, fiscal and general economic co-operation among countries in the

region. It also presupposes sound policies and healthy monetary and financial

regimes in the separate countries the'rarolvos. Formal or informal co-operation

among the central banks of these countries could help to promoto such regimes

and a common monetary structure eliminating, as it would, the possibility of

discrepancies in exchange ratos and divergencies in the application of mone

tary policies irould go a,long way in facilitating the efforts towards integ

ration.

3. The mos.;t .important outstanding example of central "banking corporation

.at the regional level is that of the .Bank for International Settlements. The

evolution of this >ann: must bo a matter of common knowledge to central- bankers

.already. Nevertheless, a brief treatment is given to it here- in this paper.

The paper also deals, with tiic experience of monetary co-operation in Central

America, illustrating among..others the operation and functions of -the Central

American Clearing House, n.nc? T-r.i. th the attempts at p-romoting monetary co

operation in the whole of Latin America which emanates primarily from the

Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA) and the Latin. American Centre for
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Monetary Studies (CEIIA). There is also a "brief description of the ins

tances of monetary co-operation in Africa (CFA Franc Zone) and in Eastern -

Europe (the COMECOH Bank).

4, On the other hand, the subject of co-ordination or co-operation of:.

Central Banks under a federal system is dolincatod in the brief, dis.ouss.ion

of the Federal Reserve System of the USA and the former Bank Iteutscher.LHnder

in Western Germany,.which has now been replaced by the Doutscho Bundesbank.

In some respects the Francophone West and Central African banks arc similar to

these, . . -

5«. Experience shows that co-operation can be looso and- informal" or it can

be formal and institutionalized although the former always leads to- the latter.

The paper then concludes with some observations or guidelines as to the prin

ciples whioh must be observed if an adequate, effective, and useful co-operation

is to bo institutionalized. . ....,<

Tho Bank for International Settlements

6. The history of this Institution is too well-known to central and internation

al bankers. Sure suffices it to say that.the negotiations on the reparations

owed by Germany after the First World Har merely created the occasion for the

central bankers of the advanced countries of tho world to formalize on a more per

manent basis the co-operation which had been going on between them on an ad hoc

and temporary basis ever since the l8th century if not boforc. Thus,.in the

English financial crisis of 1763 when the reserves of the Bank of England fell

from a normal of h 88million to about L78O,OOO, it was the transfer of some

£.5 million from tho reserves of the Bank of France to'the Bank of England among

o-there which saved the latter "from complete and utter collapse. Indeed, "there

had been occasion when central banks find it useful to co-operate with one an

other to facilitate international settlements but this had happened only in

exceptional circumstances. After'the First World War, and especially during

the currency stabilization of the period 1922-1930, tho principal central banks

frequently joined forces for the purpose of granting special 'stabilization

credits1 either in connexion with the reconstruction work undertaken by"the

Financial"Committee of the League of Nations or independently of those schemes.
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Naturally, the mondtar and political authorities, "became interested in

tho idea of sub" .tituting for such ad hoc and temporary association .

a more permanent system of co-operation., and-this, idea took practical

shape in the negotiations over German .reparations..".

7. The Bank came into existence on 17 May 1930 endowed with the two-fold

function' namely*' . .-. - .. . , ' ,

: (a.) '"to promote,the co-operation of the central "banks and to provide

■: ■.. —additional facilities for international financial ...operations"

;•-,:■ , (Article 3 of Statutes.) \

■i (b) "to act as trustee or agent in regard to international financial

:L .:. .. ...settlements entrusted to it under agreements with the parties

concerned!1 (Article 3)*

It was by virtue of this second1 function that the Bank came to: be

entrusted with the technical execution of the Young Plan and subsquently

other duties including its acting as the agent for the European Payments

Union etc. ■ ■ - ■ ,. v v-.,r~>-:.;.:;~

8.^ ■ The Bank's capital, which; was. originally fixed at 500 million gold

francs.(a gold franc which was then the monetary unit of Switzerland and

the unit, often used: in intsrnational settlements "being equal, to 0.2903

grams of fine gold, or. one-third the preeefct US dollars) and divided into

two hundred thousand shar.qs. These shares were distributed in equal

parts among five central, banks and two banking groups representing

■Japanese and:United. .S.tates interests.. Only 25$. of this capital has

been paid-upj namely.125 million gold francs equivalent to 41 million

pres.nt.US dollars. an£ in the cours.o of its existence the membership

has evolved that today it covers all European Central Banks except Spain

,and the Stats Bank of the USSR. It was optional to the Central Banks

either to subscribe for the shares themselves or to offer them for

subscription by the public in their respective markets. The great

majority of the banks did and now own three-quarters of the banks shares.
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.■9. In order to ensure that the-Barik for International.-"Settlements"

shall always retain its charae±ex__of- Central Banks's bank,- the. Statutes

contain a special 'provision rdsarvin^ 4ih3 rights of representation^ and

voting exclusively to the Cntral Banks quite independently of the^

1 ownership of.shares, ■ ■ ■ .- : ..;-.;. Ojr.. -.--.■ :-[r ■■ .-■*'<"

10. The Hague Agreement together with its own constitUen-t -charter,

guarantees the Bank'for international Settlements ^ths1 -privilege that its

'property and assets and" all deposits and o'ihef funds :entruste6 to it

will at all times be immune from any measure Of expropriation, requisi

tion, seizure, confiscation, prohibition of restriction of gold or

currency export or import and any other''Similar; device. In its relations

with the Federal Reserve System and the'United Spates Treasury, the Bank

Vfor International Settlements-enjoys the same status as a Central Sank

:'and is thus abll Wbuy gold frdm-'o'l* sell gold:to the US Treasury,.. The

"Federal Reserve Syst enTmaintains-a" correspondents-bank relationship-: ■

with it through the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. . r :r j.-

11. The Bank for International Settlements is ad:miriis^rea" by:!'a Beard

of Directors consisting ''ex officio, of the' Governors of "the founding

'central. Banks (Belgium,'" England, France, Italy and Germany) together

with five other members app'ointod by these Governors and of the same

nationality as themselves plus three Governors elected among the Govern

ors of the'other central'banks (up to now, these have been the

Governors of the Central Banks of the Netherlands, Sweden and Smtzer-

lands"the countries possessing the most important:money and capital

markets'after those'of the'founding Central Banks).' This Board of

Directors elects a president'and* appoints a general manager.

12-> Structurally :iit,has r. Banking department which undertakes banking

operations, a Monetary and Economic department which does research

and prepares the annual .report and a generrl secretariat which performs

the administrative tasks. It has a small international staff of'highly

qualified men who are selected on the basis of their individual

qualifications and not as representatives of particular countries. The
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Sank has-no direct contacts -i.th- the public. Its business is with'

Central Banks which are its correspondents and through which its ■

securities, gold and funds are kept.

13. The Board of Directors hold regular monthly meetings. In these

meetings they determine the nature of the operations to be undertaken

by the Bank within the provisions of its Statutes. In this connexion,

the Statutes clearly stipulate that the operations of the Bank must

conform with the monetary policy of the Central Banks of the countries

involved. Before carrying out an operation on any market or in any

currency the Bank must give all the Central Banks directly concerned

an opportunity to dissent.

14- One of. the. first tasks of the BIS was to co-operate in the carrying

out of the. Young Plan. Here its duty was to receive and distribute the

■ reparation payments provided for in the Hague A^r^oment. It acted also

as agent in connexion with the i--sue of the German government inter

national five-and-a-half per cent-loan of 1930 (The Young Loan).

.The financial crises which broke out in Surope in.1931 led to the Hoover

.Moratorium, and the machinery of the Young Plan was brought to a stand-,

still on 1 July 1931. As the Bank had also been entrusted with the task

of providing direct help to the Reichsbank to ensure the regular flow

of the reparation payments, the Hoover Moratorium found the Bank wit'h

a total investment in Germany to the tune of 444 million gold franca.

These Were reduced to ,^bout 300 million by the and of T932 and have

remained' almost unch nged ever since.- a final settlement1 ;of thes^:

■investments- should tak:. place in 1966 under an arrangement concluded

in 1953 bet-ween the Bank and the Federal Republic of Germany.

15- Also before ForId War II the BIS took an active part in the

granting of emergency credits to Central Banks. It was concerned itself

with the granting of emergency credits to the National Banks of Eungary3

Austria, Yugoslavia and1 the Heichsbank while a temporary advance was

-Iso made to the' Bank ■ of Eatfaig. " : ' " • ■--
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16. Roger Auboin whose connexion with the Bank has "been cp-extensive

with the latter's existence .tells us that "in the first year of the

Bank's existence when the monetary authorities- in a great number.of .

countries still hold fairly lar^e reserves of foreign exchange in addi-

tion to thoi'r gold reserves, the original intention was, "by centralizing

at the BIS part of the foreign exchange holdings 'of the Central "banks,

to enable payments to be made by means of transfers in the books of

the Bank as little recourse as possible bcins had to the markets in

order to avoid upsetting their equilibrium. It was indeed hoped that

it Would "be possible to cre.;te what was called'a 'foreign exchange

clearing system1 arid to that end attempts were made to unify the rates

quoted for operations in the different currencies. The disruption of

the monetary system in 1931 cut short all these endeavours. Even if :a

more stable order had survived it would-very likely havs been necessary

to apply those .initial ideas with a greater degree of realistic flexibi

lity than was at first planned". ; . ■ .

17. -In the difficult monetary period following the' 1931 crisis, with

the wave of devaluations this involve:!, th"=. BIS arranged for the grant

ing of credits of a commorcial type" -Ed-Central Banks while carrying out

for them operations of purchasos sale and exchange- of gold.

18. After the end of World ~\"ar II the BIS resumed its important role

despite the fact that the Bret .on Woods Conference of. 1944 had recommended

its liquidation. . . ...

19. The- monthly meetings of. the Board of. Directors . which had been

suspended from the Autumn of 1939 were resumed by-late 1946. The first

task the BIS performed after the-war was the recovery.of gold r.serves

of European Central Banks confiscated or stolen during the war. A formal

agreement on"'this'matter was concluded in Washington in Kay 1948.

20. The amount-of deposits entrusted to the BIS.by member Central Banks

has.st-adily increased since the end of the war. As of 31 March 1964,

deposits of Central Banks stood at about^^.^pi^lion .gold francs while

depositors other than Central Banks \ad entrusted to the bank deposits
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of vbout ".180 million gold francs as compared to 194$ when total deposits

including long-term deposits were; nearly 3^5 on ^e gold: francs. Gold -

operations also have, steadily increased over this poriodv

21. In1 the autumn of 1947? the BI3 agreed to act as agent for most of

the European Governments participating in the Marshall Plan for the'

purpose of the execution of the limited compensation agreement signed

at that time.

22. In April, 1948, the Organization for European Economic Co-operation

was formed and in September the BIS became the agent of this organization

for the execution of the "agreements for intra-I3uropean payments and

compensations" which were directly linked with the distribution of

Marshall aid. In 195^ these compensation schemes were superseded by the

establishment of the European Payments Unions the BIS became agent of

the 03EC for the technical operation of the European Payments Union

Agreement and was also entrust d with the task of acting as banker to

the Union. In November 1954? the BIS agreed to act as depository with

regard to the proceeds of a loan of U3.. 100 million granted by the United

States Government to the European Coal and Steel Community.

23. The 'BIS also acts as a centre of monetary and -conomic research. ■ Its

annual reports usually contain a general survey of the international ;

Gconomic and monrtary situation particularly in Europs, with special

sections devoted to such tochnical subjects as tho production and distri

bution of gold, -foreign exchange markcts3 price movements, etc. (in

addition to its profit <md loss account and balance sheet). The research

department of the BIS also prepares specific ,ad hoc studies (e.g.

compilations on foreign exchange regulations press reviews, 3tc.)9 some

of which are published ?.nd released. It also undertakes studies on

behalf of specific central banks frorn time to time.

24. Although the functions of the BIS were established some time ago in

its statutes, these functions have not remains" fixed' but axq;:in the

process of continuous evolution. For example, not only.is the-BIS the

technical agent of the MA,- but a representative of. this institution
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always attends its meetings, that is the meetings of the Managing Board

and regularly supplies it ^ith information and statistics, on monetary

reserves, the balanc:. of payments ^nd otfror aspects of-the member ; ■

countries' monetary situation which is important for the over-all. . _

understanding of one another's problems. . Generally, they have evolved

in recent yaars in the direction of making the BIS essentially a European

institution in contrast to the IKF and the IBRD. However, of all the

functions performed inside Europe for European Central Banks, the most

important is the" regular and continuous meeting of the Governors of

Central Banks themselves. Invariably, the Governors themselves attend

the regular monthly meetings and these personal contacts between them,

their alternates :,nd a number of high officials whom they often take

with them to those meetings are indeed of considerable value; The

authorities have found by experience th^t in order to carry out the

delicate tasks entrusted to thorn, they require nowadays a thorough

knowledge not only of their countries' monetary situation, but also

of, that of other countries. The relations which are established through

diplomatic channels or at official conferences cannot take the place

of the direct personal contacts, the relationships between man and man

and the close understanding which exists between those who have to ..

shoulder very much the same responsibilities in their respective

countries.

25." Lastly, it is instructive to recall that the Bank of International

Settlements has been conducted on a purely commercial basis and as

such h--s met with unqualified success. In the earliest period of its

existence (between 1931-and 1935)j tho net profit calculated after "■

making certain allocations to reserves amounted to between 13 -nd 15

million gold francs annually. In the"following years, 1935-39, the

net profits settled down at about 9 million gold francs after which it

de-clified' considerably during the war period. After, tho war, there was ^

a slight loss in 1945-46 but this was immediately followed by a com

parable surplus in 1947 and with tho resumption of normal operations

thereafter the profits havo moved in this wise. Gross profits have varied
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between 5 million gold francs and 17.5 million gold francs in tho

intervening years; :;nd net profits likewise h~ve 'been as high as 9-2

million gold_francs.

The Federal Reserve System in the USA

26. The"Federal Reserve System performs in the F3A the"same b'asic

functions as Central Bank's in other countries. In the light of American

experience it was designed to meet the peculiarities of the "banking -

system of that country. Because of the wi&e expense and-varied7chsracter

of the country"^ the Federal Reserve Act provided a number'of regional

Central Banks. For this purpose the country was divided'into 12

districts in sach, of which,-a federal Reserve. Bank was. established.

27. Again the nature of the Federal Reserve System must be well known

to central bankers all over the world. Suffices it' to say that although

the Federal Reserve Banks are public institutions, their stock is held

by the member banks. Each member bank"was required as a condition of

membership to purchase stock of the Federal Reserve Banks'in its

■istrict in an amount equal fco'6 per cent of itcv- capital and surplus.

:One-half was paid in and the remainder subject to call.. The stock.',

entitles the member banks to vote :n the 3laction of 6 Out of 9 members

of tho Board of Directors of a Reserve Bank and to receive dividends

fixed by law at 6 por cent cumulative on tho pa,id-in stock

28. .The Presidents of the Reserve Banks are chosen by the Directors but

subject to the approval by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System. There is ;: seven member Board appoints bythe President of

the United States and having extensive powers of control over the 12

Federal Reserve Banks ,nd the member banks. The credit-control is

shared in part by the 12 Federal Reserve Banks and another tody the

Federal Open Market Committee which consists or 12 members.including the

seven members of the Board'of Governors nd five representatives elected

by the Federal Reserve Banks.
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29. While the Federal Reserve Bank is a regional system Its credit .

control activities, &as recently been increasingly centralized and,, in

the conduct of creidt and monetary policy,, it operates virtually as .

a single Central Bank. Sach of the 12 Federal Reserve Banks is required

by law to publish a balance chco:Tr Their"1"BbTSl'ilgS"^ gold^ccrtiixcate

and government securities ares however, controlled as-a single system

account over which the individual reserve^banks have no independent-'

discretionary authority. ' 'Contrariwise, in the extension of Federal.

reserve credit; through loans and discounts, the1'district reserve banks

do operate regionally and' independently of each other under "the

regulations of the Board of Governors.

30. There are strict and elaborate regulations governing the keeping

of accounts, their audit ~'nd presentation which tend to streamline, the

entire system. There are also strict regulations governing the conduct

of affairs and the offieers'of these reserve banks, with penalties ,

attached to :sreliction of duties and infraction of the regulations.

There is also an elaborate inspectorate to ensure"that these regulations

"are brought into full effect-and so on.

31. The Federal Reserve Banks do not hold at the present time any gold

but instead hold gold certificates." The emergency laws of 1933 and

the Gold" Reserve Act of 1934 required the surrender of all gold to the

United States Treasury and provided for the substitution of gold

certificates for-actual gold as legal-reserve of the 12 Reserve Banks.

By an Act of June lo^^fie^aftount of told certificates required to be

held by each Federal Reserve Bank w-s-reduced to 25 per cent of its.

note and 35 per cent of its ^posits liabilities (against the previous

40 and 35 per cent respectively). :

32. It is precisely the requirement of maintaining a givon coverage of

gold certificate against notes anC deposits which shoVs the:decentralized

and regional character of the Federal Reserve System. Gold certificates

are acquired or lost by the Federal Reserve Banks in the -process of

inter-district trade and clearing operations just as foreign exchange

is acquired or lost by foreign nations in international trade and
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payments. Incidentally, from the vary first the Federal Reserve System
■■■'■' ■ ■■.J.r ■ ; . ;■■ ■ . ■ ■

was linked up with a clearing system as well for which purpose the

^pld settlement fund consisting of a million gold dollars was orginally

created,

33- In a sense then* exists inter-district nalance of payments problems

and given districts could in principle lose, and h;.ve in fact/ lost

gold certificates to the benefits of other districts. If and to the

extent that this occurs, the correctives are to be found in "the limited

autonomy that each Federal Reserve Bank possesses and which enables it

to maintain a higher or lower discount rate or to adopt more stringent

measures of monetary discipline than those prevailing in the country/ as

a whole. In extreme cases correctives'can be found by: way of inter-

district loans, with surplus districts lending assistance to deficit

districts, t^nd/or by a redistribution of Federal, government expenditure

in favour of the deficit districts. However, it is to be noted that the

effect of the system is that the resources of the whole country will be

placed at the disposal of any one district which is in difficulty in

extreme cases.

34- The Reserve Banks are.authorized to discount certain types of loan

paper offered by member banks and to make advances to member banks against

their promissory notes secured by Government securities or other approved

by collateral. Unlike many Central Banlcs9 the Reserve Banks do not do

ordinary business wl^h the ;eneral public or ^ith non-member banks.

35» United States government securities constitute the largest single

asset, other than gold certificates oj the Reserve B.~nks« The aut\ority

of Reserve Banks to acquire securities is fairly broad. Although

formerly they held substantial amounts of "bankers' acceptances, in

the practice the securities : .Id by the Reserve Banks are confined

today to obligations of■the United States Government. This particularly

is a post Second "orId ;;-r phenomenon which has been found to be
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advantageous in the control of the monetary situation in particularly

control of .inflation. Ordinarily, securities can be purchased in the

"open market", which means the purchase of government securities

already outstanding from dealers rather than directly from 'banks "and-

other investors,

36. Purchases raid sales of government securities are for system

account .and are directed by.the Federal. Open Market Committee, the

actual transactions being executed by., the federal Reserve Bank of New

York-as its •■ .agent. The. Committee has very broad discretion^ policy

bcin- guided-only b- the provision that Open Market policy "shall be

governed with a view to accomodatin£ commerce and business and with

regard to their bearing upon the general credit situation of the

country". -"■ ■ -• ' " ■ : '■■ ":j ■

37. The principal liabilities of the Federal Reserve Banks consist of

Federal Reserve notes and deposits. Federal notes are the principal

form of hand to hand currency in use except for' silver- certificates

issued by the Treasury and minor coin, the note issue1'function has been

assumed by the Federal Reserve Banks. The amount of Federal Reserve

notes outstanding responds ^e.sonally and cyclic-ally .to the- demand for

currency-

38. The issuance of federal Reserve Notes is enshrouded in a variety

highly technical "and involved requirements. However, the note issued

by each Federal Reserve Bank has a mark (from A-N) designating the

issuing bank. As indicated the 'federal Reserve Note is protected by

a reserve of gold certificate of at least :25 por cent. The remaining

coverage beinfe provided by government securities and "eligifcle" paper

acquired % the Reserve Banks in the course o:C their operations.

39. The deposiV liabilities of the Reserve Banks consist primarily of

the legal reserve balances of member banl.s. In addition the Reserve
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Banks serve as depository of the government, act as depository of-.-..-,

foreign central tanks, the Femoral Reserve Banks and can accept deposits

of non-member "banks.

40. The Board of Governors of the ~ederal Reserve System is itself not

a Bank tut is an institution at the top or rather the centre of the

12 "central" hanks which is at once democratically appointed and with

a' strong representation at its h-ad from tk Federal government-and

having the function of co-ordinating the 12 "central" banks and direct

ing thorn so that not only discretionary control of the monetary

system is secured "but also that this is done in such a way as to

promote the interests of the whole of the United States.

41. ..The Federal Reserve System is, therefore, e. good example not only

of co-operation hut also of co-ordination of numerous individual central

banks which are themselves centrally controlled, particularly in

matters of the note issue, leaving a certain degree of discretion in

the, hands of the individual ban;-:s. The Federal Reserve System is an

ideal arrangement for a very wide expanse of territory which is

pnnllollad up into autonomous or somi-iutonomous units - USA or India

for. example. It permits of making due allowance for the pecularities

of state? district or regional conditions. It enables these consti

tuent territorial units to have some flexibility in monetary and credit

policy ^ith respect to but consistent with that centrally ?.,.reod upon

as, for example, at the level of the Board of Governor of the Federal

Reserve System. It is, therefore, a good example for such countries

to enable them to work out a system of co-operation or co-ordination

of their individual monetary systems which will be at once in the

interests of the individual countries and the interests of the whole.
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Monetary Co-operation , in Central America -., ■ ■-

42. The "bases of Central American integration were formally laid in 1951

with the signing of the General Treaty on Central American Economic

integration' which is the instrument now guiding the formation of an

economic union In the area. The development of concrete machinery for

monetary integration was, how&vsr, considerably.slower, despite the fact

that as long ago as 1958 the Central American Central Banks had considered

organizing a system of multilateral settlements. But it was not until

the 'beginning of 1961, "by virtue of the treaties signed in Managua in

1960, that a real impetus was given to the establishment of a Central

American Common Market through the establishment of a multilateral com

pensation system»

43. This gave accelerated strength to the process of Central American"

integration. While in fact between 1951 and 195^ inter-central American

trade increased at an average annual rate of 10>, since 195^ the annual

increase has averaged 25% •

44. The Central American Clearing House started operations on 1 October

196l» with the participation of the Central Banks of Guatemala, El Savador

and Honduras. The Central Bank of Nicaragua became a member in May 1962

and the Central Bank of Costa Rica joined in June 1963° This institution

was itself the direct result of the annual meetings of the Central Banks

which began as far back as 19.>£«

45* In generals the structure and operative principles of the Central

American Clearing House are based on the well known practices of bankers

clearing houses all over the world. That is to says each member bank's

debit or credit transactions are multilaterally compensated through its

accounts in a common fund. Multilateral compensation between the Central

American central banks does5 however, assume the existence of sii.all

automatic credits to reduce the necessity of too frequent recourse to

cash settlements for credits received. A more detailed treatment of the

techniques of operation of CACH is to be found in a previous itiCA document

E/CN.I4/STC/APU/3 which is circulated at this meeting.
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46.;; The Central American Clearing House has adopted its ora unit of ■■

account to register all-operations -in the currencies of the', member central

banks- This:un.it,o£ account is the "Central American Peso"-'the parity1 of

which has been- .fix** ,-aa ,*he equivalent of one United Staifes: dollar^ ^6

Central American. Pesq *s. important £or boo^eping purposes only, since

the .compensate documents and corresponding accounts operated by each of

the member central bar** *re expressed .in the national currencies of the
Central American currencies.

47- Although efforts at co-operation between Central American central

banks have so farjDeen concentrated on the development of the multilateral
payments system and the co-ordination of exchange policies* consideration

faas also been given,, since, the middle of 1962, to plans intended to ■■•^'
establish,the bases of an-extensive Central American monetary union, The

^organization.of these efforts has gained momentum recently and has: beenT

encouraged.by the Central American Economic Council, the suprenie organ ^

ri fee General Treaty of Central American: Economic Integration;

48. Of -the achievements of the Executive Board of the Central American
Clearing House, the establishment of the "Central American Cheque", which

may m time come to constitute^ the fore-runner of a single currency in

Central America, is worth mentioning- The Central American cheque is

conceived as a uniform bankto, cheque,, of reduced cost, ejcpressei,^-th&■

national currency of the issuer, and payable at par in the national .currency

of the payer. Even though the Central American Cheque would not exclude

the use of other traditional instruments (like the cashier's cheque and

the certified personal cheque), it is hoped that its introduction in

multilateral payments may have favourable psychological effects and con

tribute to spreading the use of Central American currencies in the
monetary transactions of the region.

49. The idea of establishing to Central America a wider and more

permanent monetary organization than the present clearing mechanism,

began to be discussed in the Clearing House itself as early as 1962. A

committee of experts has been set up to study previous cases and to

formulate the draft of the legal instrument which should give shap.» to

the proposed Central American Monetary Union.
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50. The Monetary Union, would assume the responsibilities1at present

shouldered "by the Central American Clearing'House, but i%s; action would

be much wider- In the. first placed non automatic credits could be

negotiated through the Union to correeVthe imbalances resulting from

the structure of ..interrr-GeKtral American"--trade, which does not necessarily

correspond to the overall balance of payments position of eacH of the

■ participating, countries* Secondly, the honei^r^ Union wouli be able to

arrange extensive over-all credits in support-of-the'-'balance■ Sf payments,

so as to offset temporary maladjustments, .of membercountries. v."L'. . f

51. .The process of:Central American integration has shown clearly "thaft'

the development of the boram'on::-market give's rise to numerous and intricate
-.,.-. ..... . -,-r.. ■ - .-- - ■■-'■ a^Hi

financial problems^which it Will be possible to solve in the future only

:by means of a more coherent and vigorous Effort at monetary integration.

There is, for example, a lack of adequate machinery to promote"the financing

of intrarregional trade, the mobilization of Capital within the area, the

economic .organisation of the region's trade with the rest of the world and

so on. Vhile not belittling the importance of the multilateral; compen

sation system, it is clear by now that it is. in the field of policy .co

ordination that the fruits of Central American:;monetary and. financial

integration will.be felt in the most- solid and permanent form*

Latin American ■-Monetary Co-operation "

52. These have been persistent efforts by the Economic Commission for

Latin America (ECLA), the Latin American Center for Monetary .Studies (CEMLA),

and by the Latin American Free Trade Area (LAFTA), to promote monetary and

banking co-operation in the interest of regional economic integration.

53. One of the most outstanding achievement of Central banking co-operation

in Latin America is the creation of the Latin American Center for Monetary

Studies, located in Mexico City and supported by contributions from the

Central Banks themselves. Its main function is, of course, of a purely

research nature, i.e. the collection and ready.dissemination among, member

Central Banks of economic, monetary and financial information on Latin

American countries. CEMLA has done in this respect, an excellent job, .

provid'ing, as it does, a whole array of publications supplying up-to-date
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information and statistical data, -oreover, the biannual meeting Of

CIMLA provides an excellent forum where Central Bankers from the sub-region

can' meet -and informally -discuss their problems.

54- Another positive aspect of Latin American monetary co-operation is the

"biannual meeting of Central Bank technicians of the American continent for

whicii CEMLA was recently requested to act as permanent secretariat. The

meeting covers the whole American continent including, therefore? the

USA .and -Canada j but-has so far proved to b.e an almost exclusively Latin

American forum where only Latin American problems are studied and debated.

55* Apart from this, several attempts have been made with a view to es

tablishing a payments or clearing system covering the whole Latin American

sub-region ot at least the countries which are members of the Latin

American" Free Trade-Area. A lively debate is'still in progress over the

various proposals which have been canvassed, in this connection.

56. A further attempt at promoting monetary co-operation among Latin

American countries was again made at the meeting of Central Bank technicians

held1 "in Kio in November'1963. At that time CEuLA, supported by a .certain

number of"Latin American countries and by outside experts? strongly, sup

ported a scheme- for the establishment of an institution patterned on the

e.eneral lines of the Bank for International Settlements in Basel. . In tLis

connexion -it has been advocated that a possible latin American BIS con

sideration should, be given to having it act as a co-ordinating mechanism

among the Central .Banks and also acting as an entity for financing Latin

American trade playing anr. important role in promoting a bankers' acceptance

market in the Region. The matter is still being e. amined in Latin America

by a Working Party.

57- The Directors of Central Banks from countries belonging to the Latin

American .Free. Trade Area have recently agreed on what appears to be a

multilateral compensation and reciprocal credit arrangement which would

use the US dollar as. a currency. Deposits and payments would be made in

the Federal Reserve Bank of Sew York with the Central Bank of Peru acting

as agent. Full details of this arrangement have not yet been published

but it would appear that the intention is to invite participation of
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other Latin American ccvniries not*"belonging to the free trade area, .and

to seek trays of cc-"! laborating with the Central American Common Market:.

58. In addition to thees "effovto "by tho Central Banks of Latin America

there is considerable progress boing-made in the field of co-operation

'~a.-b the level of ■ Commercial Banks. There are now regular annual meetings

of these Comr^r:.-hil honks also' in the region.. ■ ■ '■

The _ v._i>

59. Another interesting historical example of. such hanking co-operation

is the former Bank ^eutacher Lander of West Germany which ras superseded

in 1957 "by the more centralized present Deutscher Bundesbank. This is

certainly an example of central monetary or rather central banking ins

titutions leaving some margin of autonomy at the periphery or with its

constituent elements in contrast to the more centralized Deuticher Bun

desbank of today.

60. The German central banking system was reorganized in the years

1946-1948. A3 a result, the former bank of issue, Reichsbank, which

like all othor European Central Banks was a centrally directed institu

tion ceased operations ana the nei-j organization was given a two-tier

structure. For each of 'tlio original eleven West German Lender, a Land

Central Bank was formed as a corporation under public law.

61.: In their respective business areas, these Land Central Banks operated

as the "Bank of Banks"' aiid as fiscal agents for their respective govern

ments. They top took over.the premises, facilities and official staff

of ..the former lieichsbank, as weU as a substantial part of its assets

and liabilities together with the liabilities of the giro system of

those branches. Tho activity of each Land Central Bank was confined to

the area of its lando

62. The .central institution of the Land Central Banks was. the. Bank

D.eutscher LSnder located in _Pr;ankfurt~am-Main and created by law in

March 1948. Tho Bank.pout.scher Lander was ,set up w.ith. capital of 100

million 7.'eutschntai*k subscribed by the Land Central. Banks.
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63. Although /th^e Land Central Banks formed..in principle independent

entities, nevertheless the.; system was . strongly anchored in"the .Bank .

Ifeutscher Under. Its Board of ^rectors consisting of.'."the Presidents.'

of the Land Central Banks and President of the ..Board of. uana-ers of the

Bank Jteutscher Lander, lawfully decided the common banking policy and

ensured that to the maximum extent possible this policy was followed in

the different Lander. .-: In order to carry out these duties the Board:-of

Direcip,rs._had to, decide, all questions relating- to discount policy and.. :<

the determination of.maximum reserve requirements,., to draw up directives

relating to open market policy and. credit operations, ..and t.o. make all .-. •

important decisions .xa connexion with credit and monetary ;policy>

64V ■■■-The Board of Directors Vate", bylaw, under the":S^dific" prohibitibh1'

' to-1 delegate itV responsibilities ;bn fundamental questions relating to : ;

currency arid credit policy. The resolutions adopted by the Board are "

carried out by the Direktorium der Bank Deutsoher Lander (Board...of.Managers),

the President of,the Board of Managers being responsible to the Board of

Directors for.the execution of all decisions rendered by the latter as -

well- as for the'-^eneral conduct' of-business. The Land Central Banks' -

were, bound to adhere to the- resolutions passed by the Board of Directors"■

of the Bank Ifeutscher Lander, that is, resolutions practically rendered1
by their,.own presidents. : •■ :■ ■ ■/. ■

65. Over-all management of the Land Central Banks, was controlled by their

Boards of Directors (Verwaltun^srate dor Lando'szentrrUbank-n) which also
mnaerxtotti tne principles gove^in, the" tasks of the Land Central Banks' "

»ithm the scope of the resolutions adopted by the Board of Directors of '

the Bank-Deutscher Lander. T& affairs of the Land Central Banks

conducted by a Board of Kana.ers composed of the President, .his Deputy "

and the requisite number of members as stipulated in the by-laws. "'

66. The Land Central banking system wa^not subject to.direct instructions
by the government. The Bank Deutscher Lander was merely bound "to .give

due consideration to the general economic policy of the Federal government
and to support such policy within the. scope of its tasks." As in jfce

case of the Bank Deutsoher IMnder,. .the Land Centra! Banks were not '

to direct instructions from the Land govemaentrc.
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67. The functions, of the Central Banking system were.distributed in such

a way that normally the Bank Deutscher Lander acted solely as the Bank":^

of the Land Central Banks (with the exception -of-, its financial, relations.

with the Federal administration), whereas the LancU^entral Banks =-in ■ turn

acted .as..Central Banks for the commercial "banks located in 'their1 a&ea&i-^-
.... ■ ■;■ ■r.-yz.JJ'^ i~iy

68." Finally, the Land Central Banking system is far more centralized ^.;.

than "the'Federal Reserve system in the. USA. , The available instruments----

of monetary policy., namely, discount rate policy, changes in..minimum, . ,

reserve requirements and open market operations were controlled centrally

by the Bank Deutscher Lander,, and the. Land Central Banksowere ,only; en- ....

trusted with the execution of the policy decisions taken./by Jhe. former.

Only in'the'extensionof its-credit to'local customers in their respective

lands couid'Hhe Land Banks exercise a certain degree of autonomy.

The CFA Franc System ., . .:., ■ :

69. Alli..politipally independent CFA.(Communaute financiere africaine- •.

African Financial Community) countries in Africa belong to one of three.

monetary 'systems. The countries of former French West Africa (excluding

Guinea and MaliJ and Togo share the common CFA Franc issued byf a common

Central' Sank - Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Afrique de^l.'.Quest (BCEAO).

The four countries of the former French Equatorial Africa and Cameroon ..

also share a common CFA franc issued by a common Central Bank - Banque

Centrale des Etats de l(Afrique Equatoriale et du Cameroun (BCEAEC). In

Madagascar a new Institut dfEmission Malgache (lEM) was established in

1962 to take over tile central banking functions hitherto exercised by the

Banque de Madagascar et de Comoro which sinoe 1927 had been the bank of

issue for Madagascar and the Comoro Islands. This"institute now issues

the Malagasy: franc which has the same fixed parity in relation to the

French franc-and the CFA. Essentially it is identical with the CFA and

it was only in August 1963 that its name was changed. =■ ■ ■

70. Superficially this may appear' to "be a" system of banking co-operation.

This is only superficial. The BCEAO and ,th.e.BCBAEC are not federal

banks but single Central Banks covering the .seven former countries

of French Lrest Africa ^and the other covering the four countries of former
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. .Equatorial Africa and.the CamGToons. They arc similar, to the Central

,._:.Eank; of Nigeria which covers, the four, regions cf Nigeria? but;.unlikc:.:thc

Contra! Bank of Uigcria.which has its Board of Directors .consisting--

entirely of ffigerlsns^/Jfho two Central Banks of the CFA system, in- west

and .Equatorial Africa consists as follows; the membership, of,-the Board

. of .Lirectors is divided between Prance and the constituent member..countries

represented and in the case of the BCEA.0 by a recent amendment France has

six members on the Board of Directors and each of the seven constituent

countries is represented by two directors. On the BCEAJJC the Board of

Directois is divided equally between France and the other five constituent

members. That apart, unlike the Central Bank of Nigeria which has its

headquarters located in Lagos, the h;- ^dqunrtors of th-.tf?<. banks ie in

raris. This subjects these institutions more to the influence of French

monetary and financial ideas and French interests rather than to indigenous

African ideas and interests.

71. Apart from their function of issuing currency, the three Central-

Banks have other features in common, namely s

( a). The Central Banks hold the external reserves of all the :participa-

ting countries. These reserves are held exclusively in the form of French

francs, payments ana receipts in foreign currency of.each Central Bank

are settled through.an account - the so-called "Operations Account"- with

the French, Treasury,. Further under an agreement with each Central Bank,

France guarantees unlimited conversion of CFA francs into French francs.

This guarantee is made efiective b;y the French Treasury providing auto

matic overdraft facilities to the Central Bank should the latter's

"*perations Account" show a negative balance.

(b) All three Central Banks are authorized to extend short-term and

medium-term credit to the private sector. This takes the form of the

.discounting and rediscpunting. of commercial bills presented =by commercial

banKs and certain private enterprises. ; In general, short-and medium-term

credit is granted for periods of 6 to 9 months onlj and medium-term

credit for periods of not more t.-an 5 jears. Incidentally, practicallj

all the. commercial banKs in these territories are foreign banics.
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. (o) Until recently therewas no. provision for extending direct, central

bank credit to the governments, mainly, because these governments rnet: their

short-term financial requirements bj obtaining a credit from .the-,French

Treasury.. UhcL-r the new Statutes of the LCEAO and of .the IBM, however,

provision is made.for Central Bank credit to governments either by direct

advances or by the discount;; of Treasury bills held by commercial banks up

to .a- limit of 10 per. cent of they.annual fiscal revenues of each government.

(d) Each Central Bank e::_rcises monetary control within its respective

territory (covering respectively the seven countries in West Africa and

the five countries of the Equatorial Africa ■and the Cameroon primarily

hy fixing the discount and ciedit ceilings for each country and-within

each"country for each bank and enterprise.- In addition^ the central

-banlCB are empowered to vary1 discount rates, "under its new Statutes the

BCEAC is empowered to prescribe liquidating ratios for the commercial

banks and to retire obligatory deposit* Uiich these banks are to maintain

with,- the Cential Bank. . . . ■.-. : ■ .

(e) As already indicated, the management of each of the two of- Central

Banks, (BCEAO and.BCEAEC) is in the hands of a,, cential Board of Directors

and in each country there is a ITatioual lionetary Committee which is to

curry, out., the policy of the bank in oach country-. This Board consists

of both French and African representatives in the proportions.already .

indicated. The. Central Board of Directors- decides pn ov,.r-all monetary

.policy which is: implemented by the National uonetary Committees at the

national level. ?he management of the IEH.is vested in a Board of

Directors consisting of 50 per cent Trench representatives and 50 per cent

^alcgasy representatives. .

72. The essence of the CTA xrano.syctem is therefore a high decree of

centralization in monetary policy which unlike the iligerian central

bEuilcinfe system - which is. comparable to the French West Africa and French

Equatorial banking systems - is largely controlled or influenced from

.utside. As a counterpart to the free convertibility into French francs

assured by the French Treasury, the French authorities maintain a con

siderable degree of influence in the operation of the system. In
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particular the fixing of ceilings to credit, expansion for. .each country ■

and the allocation of foreign exchange out of the common reserves i.s a

matter for annual bilateral negotiations between the interested African

countries and the French authorities.

73. The visible outcome of these arrangements is the maintenance, of-a

tightly knitted monthly area where exchange rates aie stable and.-inside

which trade is freely conducted and capital can flow almost unimpeded1,

across-, national boundaries- An incidental disadvantage is that, it is a

disincentive to the growth of indigenous financial institutions and par

ticularly to local - capital investment, institutions growing up to promote

local investment opportunities. .Another disadvantage of these provisions

(unlimited convertibility and free capital movement) has been the..tendency

, of the balance of payments of most of the member countries .to .move, into

deficit. Hepeated overdrawing of their "Operations Account's"'"hTs'~resul.ted

in an accummulation of negative balances - growing indebtedness~orT which

interest is charged and a liability against their extern!"'assets which

member countries must take into consideration in the event of disengagement

from the system. Tbn.s although disengagement of any country from the

system is a theoretical possibility in practice the scales are heavily

weighted against such moves. Because of the'convention of association1

which all CFA countries ent^r into with the European Common Market the'='=

Free Trade-area which ch-racterices the CFA franc'zone has in'principle

been extended to cover Fence's partners" in the Common Market. But this

■ is titill lestricted by the principle of import allocation which is still'

adhered to between France and these countries.'

74. It"should be aaacd that" CFA franc system is completed b3 a'series

of marketing airantevents "by" which these countries get preferential "

treatment in France and" now' to a coftain extent in the other European

Common Market'countries for their basic agricultural products especially

-coffee, cocca, groundnuts, cotton, bananas and other products. Nevertheless,

it is probable that this is more than compensated for by the obligation

that these countries have to import from France at prices higher than

world market prices. In addition CFA countries nominally recei'.ve
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amounts of public aid from France and to a smaller extent from the Overseas

Development Fund of the European Economic Community.

75. Superficially this would appear to be a form of co-operation between

banks in the various countries involved. To a certain extent there is

co-operation. This is true particularly where it is signalized by.the

meetings of the Ministers and Directors which usually take place in Paris.

This, however, has a moral for monetary and banking co-operation that if

these States can be induced to co-operate over banking and financial

matters from outside their own territories in Africa, it is clear that

there is a necessity and.a possibility for them to co-operate over such.

matters pertaining to their own countries and their neighbours which

■involved their immediate interests inside Africa.

Monetary co-operation in the CMEA. (Council For iiutual Economic Assistance)

countries.

76." Co-operation among Central Banks in the planned-economy countries of

USSR and Eastern Europe is a post-war phenomenon. It began with the

annual informal meetings of the Heads of the National Banks of these

countries. This has now been superseded by the establishment of the

International Bank for Economic Co-operation (IBEC) in 1964 - a more

formal arrangement inspired by the conscious desire to get over the limi

tations of bilateral trade and to capture the advantages of multi-lateral

trade and so promote higher levels of trade within the CMEA countries.

77. The structure of the Bank consists of a Council which is comprised of

three delegates from each country. This has an organic relation with CMEA

itself since the Council is coincidental with the Monetary and Financial

Section of CMEA. The Chairmen of the sections into which CMEA is divided

are drawn from different countries. The Chairman of the Council of the

Bank is at present the Polish Minister of Finance. This Council deals with

general policy pertaining to the matters within the competence of the. Bank.
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78. ' The settlement of current &a;y-to-day.. problems is left in the hands

* -of the"■Boa*&--of Directors ^which is constituted of representatives from

: ail the countri£.Cl:^Gn£erned.... Both the Council and the Board maj be

■ ' assisted b$ experts3 ;-c6unciIlors and consultants whose function is

purely that of technical -consultants and-advisers and have no voting right

whatever in the deliberations of these bodies.

79.' '■'The Bank has-three or four departments/ including the Department of

Itfternatioual Settlements, Credits, Financing of "joint'enterprises already

■-' organized or about to be organized,- e*cV" : ...

80. The capital of the Bank was originally'fixed at 300 million transfer

roubles (a transfer rouble being equivalent to 0.937412'gram, pure 6old)s

and by the end of its first year, sixtj million or one-fifth had "been

subscribed by the national banks. The Bank is"thus like' the BIS a Central

Bankers''Bank, but unlike the BIS, wholly owned by the National Eanks of

the member countries. .; '

■L - ■ 81, Each member country opens an'account with the Bank into'which sums

■ due frdm the' other seven countries■are :#a-id and from which all liabilities

towards "these are made good. These include commercial, service and credit

■ ■ transactions.- Essentially this -iS'-aike the EHJ activities-, of .-.rthe.BIS. It

■ also giants -credits for settling ■accounts which are either oranted free

or at very low' rate of interest irrespective of the period of • indebtedness.

. -Outstanding credits1 which are not repaid in due time have tHeir r&te of

interest inc-i-eased by 3-per-cent. The Ban,., hovevoxy pajs" interest '

irom 0.25. per cent, to 1.5 ver cent on surpluses on the,, accounts of-., various

members. It is claimed that.these act as incentives to have favourable

':. ■ -.^^.^ceS'..-a^d!.a^-- i-enaltics to secuxe ^ajments..discipline on the side of

)t. d&btors.,.. liorepy^i-j it is..claimed that this mode of operation., earned the

Bani^cpnsid^r-.Lb^e V.-come .copying, the. 9os.t^gf....;main^enai-ige . and,Reaving a

. . ■. , .surplus during, the. first year.

82.- After onlj-one jear of■experiment, the Bank has already become a

multilateral' clearing centre aiid'has witnesseu ,a..-verj ' impressive ; volume

■ of settlements amounting to aluost-23 thousand million roubles (almost

■-■■■28 thousand .million US dollars, at, the official late). i.hile it is much
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too early., to jud^e the achievements of the Sanlcorof its problems? it is

-fair.to state that theie appears to /be an intensive debate going.cn

inside it for the improvement of its modus operandi. There is, therefore,

leason to hope that the COMECON Bank will evolve further to intensify and v

render still more effective the co-operation between the National Banks

involved.

83. A^ain while the Bank is a relatively young institution, and while

its main task is the financing of the import transactions concluded by

its member countries in convertible roubles, it is confidently hoped that

it will evolve into a more effective medium of co-operaticn between

Central Banks in and out of the CMEA. countries. Already, it "partners

with the Italian Banco di Uapoli" and "co-operates with a number of other

Banks in Great Britain, Prance, the German Federal Republic, Sweden,

Switzerland, Austria and Belgium".-

Conclusion

84. From the foregoing it clearly emerges that there is a decided world

historical trenu. for Centr&l Banks in various regions - particularly those

in close proximity to one another - to develop modes of co-operation

inter se. These modes of co-operation may be informal or they may be

more formal and institutionalised. And this is true (as the instances

reflect) for Central banks whether in developed countries or in developing

ones, whether they be in market economy countries or in planned-economy

countries - either in a regional or sub-regional level.

85. Invariably these efforts begin with informal understandings and

arrangements and then progress into more formal and organic arrangements

of varying degrees. The functions of these more formal arrangements or

institutions, however, deliberately and wisely initially worked out nowhere

remains fixed and unchanged but are everywhere in the process of

evolving. This is bound to be so as the institutions are constantly being

faced in their day to day operations with new and changing circumstances.

;.hile, therefore, any new suoh institutions can work out wisely (like

the founders of the BIS) its functions these functions must be left as

flexible as possible to accommodate the increase and improvement which

tints-- dictates.


